Nonlinear turnover models for systems with physiological limits.
Physiological limits have so far not played a central role in mechanism-based pharmacodynamic modeling, except in models of feedback, where physiological limits act intrinsically on deviations from a pre-set physiological ground state (e.g., the baseline value or a set-point value). However, recently these concepts were introduced in turnover models acting on the production or loss of response, respectively, even for simple (nontolerant) systems. In the latter case, the physiological limit kicks in when the state variable (response) approaches either a lower or an upper limit, not before. In this paper we propose a new approach with either one (lower or upper) limit or two (simultaneously acting lower and upper) limits (dual limits). We present an analytical mathematical treatment as well as a numerical treatment via model simulations. This approach allows for a baseline value to be only weakly dependent on the lower/upper physiological limit. It also allows dual limits, one below and one above, which is attractive because it may be applicable to commonly studied physiological and biochemical systems such as turnover of water or fat.